
Moving Forward, Looking Back: Teaching Feminism within Early Modern
Studies

The issue of reading feminism within an early modern, or ‘pre-feminist’ era, becomes
all the more problematic once—as teachers—we present those readings to the next
generation of students, as the problem of teaching feminism in a literature with few or
no female voices dissenting against contemporary hierarchies.    However, the power
structures that existed between men and women were always a cause of great anxiety,
and questions of fundamental values and abilities were always an issue.  When
teachers position early modern literature as within the presumed-patriarchy and the
modern student as a voyeur, looking back from a supremacy of presumed-liberation,
the full subtleties of privilege—be those racial, class, gendered, or heteronormative
privileges—are ignored for the sake of ease of period representation and the sense of
false accomplishment that can accompany ‘looking back’.

In reality, the gender hierarchy was positioned within other types of hierarchy within
the early modern world, in order to create a uniformed power structure.  When
examining the philosophy and politics of these orders within the early modern period,
the student can see that dissent is everywhere, and when feminist struggles are seen
within other modes of resistance the distinction between pre- and post-feminist
revolution seems much less defined.  This paper proposes to address these issues of
feminist struggles and problems within feminist pedagogies, problems which place
struggles in the past and position the student within the unmoving status as ‘post-
revolutionary’.  I will argue that struggle and revolution is always ongoing, and if we
look back to the anti-hierarchal dissent in the past in a way that presents it as all
encompassing against prevalent power structures and not just those gendered, then
that allows students to see themselves as a part of that struggle and always striving to
move forwards.


